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Abstract 

 

The cost of cleaning litter, along with the health hazard the litter poses to both humans and 

animals, indicates the need to decrease littering behavior. Using mass-media and printed 

pamphlets as information-heavy ways to influence binning behavior are not enough to warrant 

a permanent behavioral change. In this paper we argue that it is possible to use strategies 

based on embodied cognition theory to achieve the desired behavioral change. In embodied 

cognition theory, certain perceptual aspects can act as a metaphor for an abstract internal 

concept. The perception of shininess can act as a metaphor for clean. An environment that 

activates the concept clean could passively influence people to litter less in it. In two studies 

we investigated the grounding of clean in shininess. In Study 1 the existence of this link 

between shininess and clean was tested using words with a dull or a shiny texture, whereas in 

Study 2 participants were exposed to pictures of environments with either regular or glossy 

floors to check whether shininess still acted as a metaphor for clean in a more realistic setting. 

The results of Study 1 seem to confirm the existence of a cognitive link between the 

perception of a shiny texture and the activation of the internal concept “clean”. However, the 

use of more complex, realistic stimuli seems to have different, counter-intuitive effects. 
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Introduction 

 

Litter influences our streetscape, has a detrimental effect on our environment and is the 

second largest annoyance in public places (Afval Overleg Orgaan, 2002). In the Netherlands, 

one in three people find recreational grounds unclean (SenterNovem, 2010). Also, in the 

Netherlands, over 2.5 million kilograms of household garbage ends up in nature and public 

places instead of in the garbage bin (Afval Overleg Orgaan, 2002). Litter is more than 

unsightly and annoying. Due to water pollution and fire hazards by litter, it poses health 

threats to humans and wildlife. It can also cause rodent and insect infestations, highway 

accidents, and injuries from discarded cans and broken bottles (Geller, Winett, & Everett, 

1982 as cited in Cialdini et al., 1990). Apart from the pollution aspect, litter acts as a sign of 

disorder which in turn causes graffiti and petty crime (e.g., Keizer, Lindenberg & Steg, 2008; 

Wilson & Kelling, 1982). Furthermore, cleaning up litter costs a large amount of money. For 

instance, in 2005 the Dutch government spend €250 million Euro to dispose all of this litter 

(Afval Overleg Orgaan, 2002). In addition, in the U.S. it costs the government $115 billion 

dollars annually to clean up recreational grounds. (Keep America Beautiful, 2008). Because 

of the detrimental consequences of litter, an important question is how the problem of littering 

behaviour can be solved? 

These numbers showed that any decrease in the amount of litter generated, or increase 

of the proper disposing of litter in a bin, is very important. It is therefore no surprise that 

many environmental programs (e.g. “Californians Against Waste”, “Don’t Mess With Texas”, 

“Strijp-S – Simply the Cleanest”, “Zwerfafval – niet in mijn gebied!”) have been initiated by 

organizations all over the world (e.g. “Keep America Beautiful”, “Keep Britain Tidy”, 

“Stichting Nederland Schoon”). 
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Currently, almost all of these campaigns try to increase knowledge by providing 

information about the negative effects of litter to the public. The aim is to get people to 

decrease littering and increase binning behaviour (that is, the proper disposing of litter in a 

garbage bin instead of in the environment). These campaigns rely on mass-media or the 

distribution of printed materials to change behaviour (McKenzie-Mohr, 2000). According to 

McKenzie-Mohr (2000), the intended effect of these campaigns is providing information and 

enhancing knowledge to elicit a behavioural change. These campaigns actually do not lead to 

the expected change. This was demonstrated by several studies on similar environmentally 

focused campaigns. In a study by Geller (1981) that was aimed at the reduction of energy use, 

house owners attended a series of workshops where they were provided with a lot of 

information about energy conservation. Participants however showed little to no behavioural 

change in their energy usage. Another 10-week study on water conservation of house owners 

by Geller, Erickson and Buttram (1983), participants received brochures full of information 

on water conservation. However, the information provided made no difference in their water 

consumption behaviour compared to their original consumption. Geller (1981) postulated a 

reason for the lack of behavioural change through information. He stated that providing 

information on a person’s behaviour may influence the person´s attitude towards his own 

behaviour, but not the actual behaviour itself. This lack of behavioural change is because 

people are often unaware of their actions, and perform these behaviours automatically.  

Evidence that people are unaware of their littering behaviour can be found in various 

studies on littering behaviour. For example, in a major study conducted by the Beverage 

Industry Environmental Council of Australia (1997), one of their major conclusions regarding 

littering behaviour was that many people are unaware of the behaviours they exhibit with 

disposable objects. (BIEC, 1997, p. 7). Research by the Keep America Beautiful Foundation 

showed similar results: 35% of the interviewed participants denied having littered in the past 
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month, even though they had been littering a couple of minutes before the interview (Keep 

America Beautiful, 2009). These results indicate that littering behaviour often occurs 

automatically and happens without people being aware of it. How then can we influence 

people to bin more, if they are not even aware of their own actions?  

According to Bargh and Chartrand (1999) processes that occur outside of our 

conscious awareness, like unconscious littering behavior in this case, are guided by concepts. 

Bargh (2006) stated that these concepts of the world and their interaction with environmental 

events determine a person’s response to the environment. This interaction gives rise to the 

idea that by activating certain concepts, behavior can subsequently be guided, or influenced.  

According to Lakoff and Johnson (1999), essential aspects of concepts are metaphors 

(see also Barsalou, 1999). They postulated that conceptual thought is nearly always built on 

metaphors which, as many researchers agree, can be activated with concrete perceptual 

information. (e.g., Lakens, 2010; Arbib, 2008; Barsalou, 2008; Lakoff, 2008). Earlier research 

has shown that perceived brightness can act as a metaphor for morality (Meier, Robinson & 

Clore, 2004) and the colours black and white are a metaphor for moral purity (Sherman & 

Clore, 2009). So, when this metaphor-concept link is present in a person’s mind, the exposure 

to one stimulus, even just the metaphorical one, will activate the linked aspect (Lakoff & 

Johnson, 1999). One example of concept activation using a metaphor can be found in a study 

by Schubert (2005). He found that participants who looked up to something attributed power 

to the entity looked up upon and bestowed humble feelings to the one looking up. In other 

words, the perceptual information of relative height acted as a metaphor for power.  

Embodied cognition theory can be combined with findings found in several papers that 

people will exhibit less littering behaviour in a clean setting (e.g., Finnie, 1973; Geller, 

Witmer, & Tuso, 1977; Heberlein, 1971; Krauss, Freedman, & Whitcup, 1978; Reiter & 
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Samuel,1980 as cited in Cialdini, 1990). Thus, an environmental cue that activates the 

concept of “cleanliness” in a person could influence the person to litter less.  

 As Boroditsky (2000) postulated, linguistic expressions can reflect the way people 

think about abstract concepts. For example, “Looking up to someone” describes the abstract 

concept of power or “He is the light of my life” describes morality. Parallel to this, 

expressions like “Cleaning the silver really makes it shine” or “That car’s wax-job is almost 

blinding” are examples in which a reference is made to the way clean objects show an almost 

mirror-like quality of reflection. Another example of this is the expression “Shining your 

shoes”, where “shining” is a synonym for “cleaning”. Visible evidence of the shiny-clean link 

can also be found in for instance, advertisements. Showing glistering teeth and highly 

reflective, almost mirror-like floors indicate to the public how clean they are (See Figure 1).  

  

Figure 1: Examples of shininess to convey cleanliness in advertisement 
 

Apparently, the ability of an object to reflect surrounding light, giving it a shiny quality is a 

metaphor for its cleanliness. In light of these examples, the prediction in the current research 

is therefore that perpetual reflectivity -the ability of a surface to reflect its surroundings- 

activates the concept of cleanliness. This in turn leads to the prediction that people, who due 

to this effect think of an environment as clean, are less likely to litter there. 
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Of course, in the search to find a suitable solution to the littering problem, persuading 

people to stop littering and bin more is the final goal. A first step on the way to this final goal 

is finding ways to influence people’s behavior, specifically littering behavior. While it is 

probable that a number of solutions together are required for an effective reduction of littering 

behavior, using an environment’s passive aspects is an easy starting point. Having an 

environment that is passively conveying its cleanliness is a step in this direction, since people 

tend to litter less in an environment they deem clean. The existence of a cognitive link 

between shiny and clean can achieve this. The research in this article aims to take that first 

step by establishing the existence of the cognitive link between shininess and cleanliness. 

 

Study 1 

To investigate the existence of the link between the shininess acting as a metaphor for the 

concept of cleanliness, inspiration was found in similar experiments by Meier, Robinson and 

Clore (2004) and Sherman and Clore (2009). These studies were aimed at establishing the 

existence of a cognitive link between perception of white/black and activation of the concept 

good/bad or moral/immoral. In the current research, Study 1 was designed to find a similar 

cognitive link between the perception of shininess and the activation of the concept clean. 

Here, participants were exposed to a Stroop-like task in which words with either a “clean” or 

an “unclean” meaning were presented in shiny letters or dull letters. Variations in reaction 

time on a categorization task show unconscious connections or inhibitions between word 

meaning and the metaphor the texture stand for. The expectation was that shiny letters will 

decrease reaction time recognizing words with a clean meaning, and increase reaction time on 

words with an unclean meaning. First and foremost, a list of synonyms for clean and unclean 

words was needed for Study 1. A pretest was done on a list of 32 synonyms of clean and 32 
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synonyms of unclean to determine if these synonyms indeed conveyed the notion of clean and 

unclean. 

 

Pre-test Synonyms 

Participants and Design 

Participants were 10 students at Eindhoven University of Technology. They received a 

questionnaire with a list of 62 words. Half of these were words were synonyms for clean (e.g., 

fris, “fresh”; vlekkeloos, “spotless”) and half describing unclean words (e.g., walgelijk, 

“disgusting”; modderig, “muddy”).1 Participants rated the “cleanliness” on a 9-point bipolar 

scale (1 = very clean, 5 = neutral, 9 = very unclean). 

 

Results 

For each word, the ten scores were used to calculate both the mean and the absolute difference 

from the neutral score of 5. With word as the unit of analysis, an ANOVA was done to check 

for differences between the word-categories. It turned out that unclean words (M = 6.80, SD = 

1.01) scored higher on the 9-point bipolar scale than the clean words (M = 3.02, SD = 0.84), 

F(1, 60) = 259.237, p < 0.01, η = 0.81, they were considered significantly more unclean than 

the clean words. To determine whether clean and unclean words were equal in extremity (both 

categories had means with an equal distances from the neutral midpoint 5), the absolute 

difference between the scores per word and the neutral score of 5 was averaged. This resulted 

in a score that indicated the deviation from the neutral. For the clean words, this deviation was 

1.98 points (SD = 0.84), for unclean words this deviation was 1.81 points (SD = 0.99) from 

                                            
1 The synonyms used for ‘clean’ were: aangenaam, clean, fatsoenlijk, fraai, fris, helder, hygiënisch, kuis, leeg, 
maagdelijk, mooi, moreel, naturel, net, netjes, onbesmet, onbevlekt, onbezoedeld, ongerept, perfect, pracht, 
proper, puur, rein, smetteloos, vers, verzorgt, vlekkeloos, wit, zindelijk, zuiver.  
The synonyms used for ‘unclean’ were: besmeurd, bevlekt, flets, goor, groezelig, immoreel, klef, korstig, lelijk, 
modderig, morsig, muf, ongewassen, onrein, onsmakelijk, onzindelijk, plakkerig, slonzig, slordig, smerig, 
smoezelig, stank, stinkend, stuitend, voddig, voos, vuil, vuiligheid, vuilnis, vunzig, walgelijk 
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the neutral midpoint. To determine whether these two scores were equal there should be no 

statistical difference between them. A one-way ANOVA showed that this average difference 

scores for clean and unclean words were indeed equal (F < 1). 

The goal was to find a list of synonyms that were suitable for use in the categories 

“clean” and “unclean” in Study 1. These categories needed to consist of equal amounts of 

words with a clean meaning and an unclean meaning. Also, the categories needed to be equal 

in extremity (how clean or unclean the meaning of the words are). This was done by 

analysing the scores participants gave the words on a 9-point scale. The results from the 

analysis indicated that the synonyms found for clean and unclean words represent two distant 

categories, since they differed significantly from each other. Also, because the ANOVA 

indicated no significant difference in the distance from the neutral score of 5 for each 

category, both categories were equally strong in their score. These results therefore lead to the 

use of these 62 words as synonyms for use in the Lexical Decision Task. 

The second aspect that was needed for Study 1 was the texture of the letters. In the 

experiments by Meier, Robinson and Clore (2004) and Sherman and Clore (2009), black and 

white were used as the metaphors for good/evil and moral/immoral. In Study 1, shininess as a 

metaphor for cleanliness was investigated, so a texture that conveys shininess needed to be 

found. In addition, a texture that does not convey shininess was needed as a control. In order 

to find the best texture, five different textures were created and pre-tested to check whether 

they indeed conveyed the notion of shininess and dullness. 

 

Pre-test Textures 

Participants and Design 

Participants were 15 students at Eindhoven University of Technology. The pre-test consisted 

of a total of four small tasks: an open-answer, unipolar scale, bipolar scale and rating test. All 
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tests used nonsense words fitted with five different textures: One was a high-gloss texture, 

mimicking a chrome-like appearance. Two other textures were made by reducing the 

application of this chrome texture in decrements of 40%. The last two textures were an even 

grey texture and a texture with a slight relief embossing to allow for two types of non-

reflective appearance. 

 

Procedure 

Every participant performed two tests. The open-answer and unipolar test were done by one 

group of seven and the bipolar and scale test were done by the other of eight participants. The 

participants were seated in a small cubicle with a computer in front of them and controlled the 

task with a keyboard.  

In the open-answer task, each participant viewed the five different textures applied to 

nonsense words and used the keyboard to described the texture in their own words. Special 

instructions were given to focus on the texture, not the meaning of the word. In the rating 

scale task, each participant had to order the five textures according to certain aspects from 

high to low by giving each texture a number between 1 (highest) and 5 (lowest). Three of 

these aspects were specifically to find out how shiny a texture was (shininess, smoothness and 

sheen). The other aspects were distracters (beauty, modernity, attractiveness, organic, etc) to 

disguise the meaning of the study. The next task was a unipolar scale. Each participant 

viewed all five textures and indicated on a 9-point scale (1 = very much agree, 9 = very much 

disagree) whether or not they though the aspects mentioned were applicable to the texture. 

Lastly, in the bipolar scale task, each participant viewed all five textures and for each texture 

scored where the texture lies on a 9-point bipolar scale with the previously mentioned aspects 

(1 = very modern/shiny/beautiful, 5 = neutral, 9 = very old-fashioned/dull/ugly). 
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Results 

Both tests had three aspects of the texture that were tested; “Shininess” (Dutch: Glanzend), 

smoothness (Dutch: Gladheid) and sheen (Dutch: Glimmend). The resulting scores of the 

Likert-tests on these three aspects were averaged to get a single score for shininess on both 

the unipolar scale (α = 0.73) and bipolar scale (α = 0.80). The results of this score can be seen 

in table 1. 

 

Table 1 

Mean Scores of Five Different Textures, Higher Scores Indicate More Shininess 

Texture Mean Std. Deviation 

Flat Grey 3.27 2.374 

Embossed Grey 2.43 1.089 

20% Chrome 5.21 1.672 

40% Chrome 7.27 0.594 

100% Chrome 8.33 0.816 

 

From this, it is clear that the 100% chrome texture scored the highest on shininess. Both grey 

textures scored low, and both the flat texture, t(15) = 24.02, p << 0.01, and the embossed 

texture, t(15) = 28.00, p << 0.01, were significantly different from the chrome texture. 

So, both textures intended as dull scored significantly lower on shininess from the 

texture intended as shiny. The results to the open questions were used to grade the difference 

between the two different textures. While both the textures were often described as dull, the 

flat grey texture was also sometimes called smooth and flat. Also, when using the scores on 

the three aspects (shininess, smoothness and sheen) on the bipolar scale separately it turned 
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out the flat grey texture was also viewed as smoother than the embossed texture where the 

other textures scored all scored about equal scores on each aspect. (See figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Bipolar scores on textures per aspect 

 

The rating scales showed a similar pattern. For every participant, we scored which 

texture they rated highest and which they rated lowest on the previously mentioned aspects of 

shininess, smoothness and sheen. The results showed that the 100% chrome texture was rated 

highest on these three aspects by all participants (8 out of 8). Of the textures that were rated 

the lowest, thus the most opposite to shiny, smooth and sheen, participants rated the Emboss 

Grey texture 75% (6 out of 8) of the time as the least shiny and 75% (6 out of 8) as the least 

smooth. The remaining two participants both picked the flat grey texture. As the most matte 

texture (opposite to sheen), 75% of the participants picked the flat grey texture and 25% 

picked the Emboss Grey texture. 

The results of the unipolar scale showed both the flat grey and embossed grey textures 

were considered the most opposite to shiny. The bipolar scale revealed that the flat grey 

texture was also seen as smooth, which was also confirmed by the open answers. Since this 

smoothness was also one of the aspects given to the chrome texture, this could be 
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confounding. The grey texture with a slight emboss scored similar results but did not have the 

smoothness confound and thus was chosen as the dull texture. The rating scales confirmed 

that all participants rated the 100% chrome textures as most shiny. The majority also found 

the embossed grey texture the least shiny. The two resulting textures are shown in figure 3. 

a)  

b)  

Figure 3: Textures used as stimulus material. Texture a) is dull, b) is shiny 

 

Study 1 aimed to find a metaphor-concept link between meaning of the words -clean and 

unclean- and their shininess. The study, inspired by research by Meier, Robinson and Clore 

(2004) and Sherman and Clore (2009), states that categorization speed is faster when 

presentation and representation of words are congruent and slows down when there is an 

inconsistency between the two. Therefore, faster reaction times indicate a link between 

visualization and meaning of a word, slower reaction times indicate inhibition of the concept. 

The expected outcomes for this study are therefore:  

i) Synonyms for clean, when presented with a glossy texture are expected to lead to 

faster reaction times on a categorization task, compared to words with a dull 

texture. 

ii) Synonyms for unclean, when presented with a glossy texture are expected to lead 

to slower reaction times on a categorization task, compared to words with a dull 

texture. 
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Based on the pretest of synonyms for clean and unclean, a total of 64 words were selected, 

32 in each category. The pretest into textures yielded two textures, one which conveyed 

“Shininess” and one a dull control texture. Similar to the experiments mentioned before, 

where words with a moral and immoral meaning were presented in both white and black, the 

first study aims to find the cognitive link between shiny and clean by presenting them with 

both a shiny and a dull texture. Using the 32 clean words and 32 unclean words found in 

study one, and applying each with both the shiny and dull texture, a total of 124 stimuli were 

created. These stimuli could then be used for the first study. 

 

 

Design 

The study was constructed as a 2 (word: clean vs. unclean) x 2 (textures: glossy vs. dull) 

experimental design. 

 

Participants 

Participants were 38 students and visitors of Eindhoven University of Technology, 24 males, 

14 females with an average age of 21.16 (SD = 3.7). The study was one in a series of 

unrelated studies of other researchers and all students received €5 for participating, visitors 

received €7. 

 

Procedure 

The participants were seated in a small cubicle with a computer in front of them. After an 

introduction and a try-out of the task, the 124 images of clean and dirty words with dull and 

glossy textures were displayed in a sequence preceded by a small “+”-sign for focusing. 

Participant’s task was to determine the meaning of each word that was displayed as fast it 

appeared on the screen. To do this, participants used two buttons of a special serial response 
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box. The rightmost button corresponded to “Schoon” (Clean) and the leftmost button 

corresponded to “Vies” (Dirty), and the category labels were displayed on the screen. The 

participants were told that they had to emphasize speed, but at the same time, be as accurate 

as possible. The order of visualisation of the words, clean and unclean synonyms in either 

gloss or dull textures were randomized for each participant, but each participant was exposed 

to every possible combination, resulting in 124 words per participant. 

The computer then displayed the 124 different combinations of words and textures in a 

random order, each preceded for 1.5 seconds by the “+”-sign for focusing. After the 

participant made an input, the next word was presented, preceded by the focus. After all 

words had been shown, the task ended. 

 

Results 

For reliable RT data, outliers above the cutoff point of three standard deviations above the 

mean were removed (Ratcliff, 1993). This excluded one person from analysis. Three other 

people indicated not having Dutch as their mothers tongue. As research by Kotz and Elston-

Güttler (2004) shows, participants with low language proficiency show lower rates of word-

to-concept links. Because of the large number of synonyms of the same word, some links to 

the concept of clean are bound to be lost on a non-native Dutch speaker. Also, these three 

people scored on average more than 6-10% fewer correct answers, so they were excluded 

from analysis. 

An ANOVA indicated a significant difference between reaction times on synonyms 

for clean with a shiny texture (M = 751.85, SD = 137.39) and the same synonyms with a dull 

texture (M = 779.71, SD = 143.46), F(1, 33) = 4.87, p = 0.03, η 2 = 0.13. Thus clean words 

with a shiny texture were recognized faster than the same words with a dull texture. 
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Also, participants responded significantly faster on synonyms for clean words when 

they are presented with a shiny texture (M = 751.85, SD = 137.39) than synonyms for unclean 

words with the same texture (M = 799.20, SD = 160.73), F(1, 33) = 10.04 , p < .01, η2 = 0.23. 

Finally, unclean words with a dull texture were categorized significantly faster (M = 772.39, 

SD = 136.50) than the same unclean words with a shiny texture (M=799.20, SD = 160.73), 

F(1, 33)=4,22, p < 0.05, η2 = 0,11. Within the dull condition this difference between the clean 

and unclean words was not present, t(33) = -0.502, p = 0.62. 

 

Figure 4: Reaction times on synonyms with different textures. 

 

Discussion 

The first hypothesis for Study was that participants would have faster reaction times when 

categorizing words with a clean meaning when these words are presented with a shiny 

texture. The second hypothesis was that reaction times would be slower when words with an 

unclean meaning were presented with the same texture. As the result showed, synonyms for 

clean displayed with a shiny texture were categorized faster by participants as opposed to a 

dull texture. This suggests that the concept clean is indeed grounded in shininess and that the 
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perception of a shiny texture activated the concept cleanliness. Unclean words with a shiny 

texture are categorized significantly slower, indicating an inhibition effect which strengthens 

the idea of concept activation of cleanliness. These results seem to suggest the presence of a 

link between the metaphor “shiny” and the abstract concept of clean. 

Study 1 suggested that indeed clean is grounded in shininess. Whether this grounding 

is still present in a more realistic setting was the focus of Study 2. As found by Aarts and 

Dijksterhuis (2003), showing participants an environment can elicit behavioural changes that 

correspond to this environment. In their experiment, participants lowered the volume of their 

voice when exposed to pictures of a library. Exposure to a library environment activated 

quietness as a concept. Similarly, does an environment that is shiny or glossy activate 

cleanliness as a concept? The activation of the concept cleanliness using a more realistic 

stimulus was therefore the premise of Study 2. This premise builds on the findings from Study 

1 to investigate of the grounding of clean in shininess using more realistic stimuli.  

Inspired by the study of Aarts and Dijksterhuis (2003), after being primed with an 

environment with glossy floors, reaction time on a lexical decision task provides an indication 

of concept activation. This lead to a study that was comparably to Study 1, in that faster 

reaction times on words related to a primed stimulus are an indication that an embodiment 

effect exists. As an extra measure, a word completion task is added, inspired by the 

experiments of Zhong and Liljenqvuist (2006). With a specific concept activated, completing 

an incomplete word should yield more words related to that concept.  

The expectations of results for these two tasks lead to the following hypotheses: 

 

i) Participants have lower reaction times in recognizing clean-related words on a 

lexical decision task, when exposed to an environment with glossy floors. 
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ii) Participants doing a word completion task will generate more clean-related 

words when exposed to an environment with glossy floors. 

 

Study 2 

 

Participants and Design 

Participants were 71 students and visitors of Eindhoven University of Technology, 47 male, 

24 female with an average age of 24.73 years (SD = 8.32). All students received €5 for 

participating, visitors received €7. Participants were randomly assigned to either a glossy-

floor or dull-floor condition. 

 

Stimuli 

Participants did three short tests where they were primed with a picture that was produced 

with 3D modelling software to allow fine control over the amount of reflectivity of the floors. 

The pictures were of three common public places: A park with walkways, a public square and 

a shopping street. These environments were either rendered with a regular floor or a high-

gloss floor which reflected the surroundings. The images with a high-gloss floor were 

supposed to activate the concept of clean, analogous to Study 1, where the regular floors 

served as a control condition. An example of the stimuli that were used can be seen in Figure 

5. 
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Figure 5: Example of the shopping street virtual environment with high-gloss (left) and 

regular floors (right)  

 

Procedure 

The participants were seated in a small cubicle with a computer in front of them. As a cover 

story, the participants were told they were doing a set of cognitive tasks. The participants 

were told they would be doing three small tasks, more specifically one testing reaction time (a 

lexical decision task), one testing memory (a distracter task) and the third task was a word 

generation task (a word completion task). Instructions given by the computer guided the 

participants through the experiment. Each task was preceded by a small exercise. After that, 

participants were shown the stimulus image and were instructed to scrutinize this picture very 

intensely for 30 seconds. After the first task was done, the next task started in the same 

manner until all three tasks were completed and the participant was told the experiment 

ended. The task order was counterbalanced between participants and random; however, the 

distracter task was always the middle task, so participants started either with the lexical 

decision task or the word completion task and ended with the other. The reason for the 

distracter task always being second served a dual purpose. It functioned as an extra prime for 

the participant, as the images used for the distracter task were also either glossy or regular, 

and it re-established the importance of looking at the picture. The pictures shown to 
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participants at the start of each task were also counterbalanced, so that one task could have 

one of the three possible pictures (the square, park or street) as a prime. The glossy and 

regular priming pictures were only varied between participants, so a participant was either in a 

glossy or neutral condition. 

 

The Lexical Decision Task 

In the lexical decision task, participants were shown 24 words, preceded by a mask consisting 

of X’s as long as the longest word in the series. 12 of these words were nonsense words; the 

other twelve were regular neutral Dutch words, for example “Tafel” (Table), “Buigrietje” 

(Bendy Straw), “Filmen” (Shooting Movies)). Of these 12 Dutch words, 4 were cleaning 

related (i.e. “Fris” (Fresh), “Schoon” (Clean), “Hygiënisch” (Hygienic) and “Verzorgd” (well-

groomed/well-kept), and were the highest scoring words on cleanliness in the pre-test for 

Study 1. The participants’ task was to indicate whether the word they saw was a proper Dutch 

word or not using the “Z” (for a proper word) and “M” (for a non-existing word) keys on a 

keyboard. Reaction times on all words were logged. 

 

The Word Completion Task 

The last task was a word completion task based on a similar word completion task by Zhong 

and Liljenqvuist (2006). Participants were given 15 words which all had a number of letters 

missing. Using the keyboard, participants had to complete the word with the first word that 

came to mind. They did this by filling in the missing letters using the keyboard. All words 

could be completed in more than one way (i.e. “B__R” as “Bier”, “Beer”, “Baar”, “Boor”, 

etc.). Only five words had one cleaning-related word as one of the options: “ZUIV__” as 

“Zuiver” (Pure), “HY____E”  as ”Hygiëne” (Hygiene), “RE__” as “Rein” (Clean/Undefiled), 

“SCHO__” as “Schoon” (Clean/Spotless) and “_ELDE_” as “Helder” (Bright). Each word 
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also had some alternatives that participants could have chosen, like “Zuivel” (dairy) instead of 

“Zuiver” or “Hypnose” instead of “Hygiene”. For every participant was scored whether or not 

they completed the intended words as a clean synonym (“Schoon”, “Rein”, “Zuiver”, 

“Helder” and “Hygiene”). For every participant, the total number of words competed as a 

clean synonym were tallied, which yielded a score between zero and five per participant. 

Also, the time it took for the participant to complete the word (from onset of the word to the 

final key press of the participant) was logged for every word. 

 

Results 

Study 2 tried to investigate the grounding of clean in shininess using more realistic stimuli. 

Hypothesis 1 was that participants would have lower reaction times when recognizing 

cleaning-related words in a Lexical Decision Task when exposed to environments with glossy 

floors. Hypothesis 2 stated that participants would generate more cleaning related words in a 

Word Completion Task when exposed to environments with glossy floors. Each of the two 

main tasks in Study 2 was designed to address one hypothesis. The Lexical Decision Task 

tests Hypothesis 1; the Word Completion Task tests Hypothesis 2. 

  

 The Lexical Decision Task  

Hypothesis 1 was that participants would have lower reaction times when recognizing 

cleaning-related words in a Lexical Decision Task when exposed to environments with glossy 

floors. To test this, the mean RT on the five clean words and the eight neutral words was 

calculated per participant. To gain better insight in the strength of individual words, reaction 

time per word was also calculated. To first make sure there were no age, gender, handedness 

or order effects, the reaction times were tested over these variables. This all yielded no 

significant results indicating that neither age (F(16, 50) = 1.054, p = 0.42), gender (F(1, 66) = 
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1.29, p = 0.26), handedness (F(2, 65) = 0.20, p=0.82) or task order (F(1, 2) = 1.013, p = 0.32) 

had an influence on reaction times on the clean words. Since there was no order effect, the 

data was collapsed over all participants.  

An analysis of the individual words indicated that the word “hygiënisch” (Hygienic) 

had more outliers over 3SD that the other four clean-related words. Participants also made 

more errors recognizing this word compared to the other 3 words possibly resulting in a 

confounding factor in reaction times because difficult words will have larger reaction times 

which influences reaction time means. This word was dropped and analysis continued on the 

three other words (“Fris”, “Schoon” and “Verzorgd”). Two outliers were detected with RT 

data over 3SD. One participant scored over 6SD from the mean on the word “Verzorgd”, 

another participant scored just under 5SD on the word “Fris”. Just as in Study 1, these two 

participants were excluded from further analysis as their reaction times were over 3SD from 

the mean (Ratcliff, 1993), same as done in Study 1. 

An ANOVA on the RT data of the remaining clean words over condition indicated a 

marginally significant difference in reaction time recognizing the clean words in the control 

condition (M = 580.56, SD = 74,25) as opposed to the high-gloss floors condition (M = 

625.93, SD = 118.82), F(1, 64) = 3.460, p = 0.07. A one-way ANOVA on the neutral words 

over condition yielded no significant differences between the gloss condition (M = 681.25, SD 

= 154.51) and the control condition (M = 640.22, SD = 133.11), F(1, 64) = 1.336, p = 0.25, 

see figure 6. This shows a significant difference in reaction times on clean words between 

conditions, but not on neutral words, where people categorized words slower when exposed to 

glossy floors. 

 

Figure 6: Reaction times on clean and neutral words over conditions 
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Within conditions, a paired samples t-test indicated that in the control condition, 

participants responded significantly faster on clean words (M = 580.56, SD = 74,25)  than on 

neutral words (M = 640.22, SD = 133.11), t(32) = 3.53, p < 0.01. This effect was also present 

in the high-gloss condition where participants were faster on clean words (M = 625.93, SD = 

118.82) than on neutral words (M = 681.26, SD = 154.51), t(32) = 2.82, p < 0.01. So within 

both conditions, there was a significant difference between the reaction times on clean and 

neutral words where clean words are always categorized significantly faster. 

Some additional exploratory research towards the differences in the stimuli has been 

done. Since this exceeds the scope of this article, these results can be found in Appendix A. 

 

The Word Completion Task 

Hypothesis 2 stated that participants would generate more cleaning related words in a Word 

Completion Task when exposed to environments with glossy floors. To analyze the word 

completion data, every input by the participants on every word was judged, to check whether 

some words yielded unexpected clean-related synonyms. In total, the 71 participants 

generated 153 different possible synonyms, including all the intended cleaning-related words 

(Rein, Schoon, Zuiver, Helder and Hygiënisch). None of these words generated yielded new 

synonyms for clean that were unaccounted for, thus the five expected words were the only 

ones to be analyzed. The hypothesis was that participants would generate more cleaning 

related words from the fragmented words when exposed to glossy floors as opposed to a 

control (dull floors) condition. Since there are differences between every word with respect to 

length, letters missing or possible number of different completions, every word was separately 

analyzed.  

The word “Rein” was only completed correctly by 3 participants, any statistical tests 

on scores regarding this word would not be representative. Although the three participants 
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that completed “Rein” correctly were all in the dull condition, the sample was far too small to 

do any realistic tests on this. The word “hygiene” on the other hand was correctly completed 

by 71% of the people. A chi-squared task over task order showed that people correctly 

completed “Hygiene” significantly more often when they did the LDT first, c2(1, N = 65) = 

5,356, p = 0.02. This created a task order confound with this word, so it was dropped from 

further analysis. Participants in the gloss condition completed “zuiver” correctly significantly 

more often than people in the dull condition, c2(1, N = 65) = 3.47, p = 0.06, though the effect 

was marginal. Participants completed the word “helder” more often correct in the gloss 

condition as shown by a chi-squared test: c2(1, N=24) = 4.05, p = 0.04. Analysis of correct 

completions of the word “schoon” yielded no significant differences over condition (c2(1, N = 

65) < 1).  

Further research towards reaction times on Word Completion Tasks in general showed 

that a word that is generated fast and without deliberation is more likely to be in response to 

the prime (Badgaiam and Posner, 1997). Some additional analysis of the reaction times on the 

Word Completion Task has therefore been done. However, since this exceeds the scope of 

this article, these results can be found in Appendix B. 

 

Discussion 

Hypothesis 1 was that participants would have lower reaction times when recognizing 

cleaning-related words in a Lexical Decision Task when exposed to environments with glossy 

floors. As can be seen from the data on the LDT, participants reacted significantly slower on 

clean words when presented with a high gloss stimulus as opposed to a regular stimulus, 

albeit marginally. This was counter-intuitive to what was expected. Possibly, since 

participants were exposed to each image for 30 seconds, several more associations connected 
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to the image could be made. The no-gloss floor images could also be considered empty, 

untouched or clinical, leading to a similar activation of cleanliness. 

Within condition there were also significant differences between the neutral and the 

clean words, with the clean words being correctly placed into the correct category 

significantly faster as opposed to neutral words in both conditions. This could be another 

indication that the images in both conditions activated the concept cleanliness. In the case of 

the control condition the emptiness of the images could be activating a clean metaphor, while 

in the glossy floor condition the reflectivity of the floor could possibly account for the faster 

reaction times. 

Hypothesis 2 stated that participants would generate more cleaning related words in a 

Word Completion Task when exposed to environments with glossy floors. This expectation 

was partly confirmed. When looking at the individual words, there were two words which 

turned out to be unusable for analysis. The word “R E _ _” was only completed as the 

intended word “Rein” a very low amount of times. The low number of correct completions 

can be due to the fact that the word was presented as “RE_ _”, breaking up the Dutch digraph 

“EI” and thereby reducing recognition of the word; a matter which can be important in future 

research. It made the use of data on this word, unfortunately, almost useless. Further, as 

shown by the task order effect in the word “Hygiene”, participants exposed to the word 

“Hygiënisch” in the Lexical Decision Task before the word completion task, completed the 

word correctly far more often than other participants. This was probably due to a priming 

effect of the similar words. 

The words “Zuiver” and “Helder” on the other hand showed a clear indication that the 

different stimuli had an effect. When exposed to images with high-gloss floors, participants 

completed the words as a cleaning-related word significantly more often than a regular word.  
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The scores on the completion of the word “Schoon” showed no difference between 

conditions. While the presentation of this word was similar to the presentation to the word 

“Zuiver” with only the two last letters missing, one possibility of the lack of an effect is that 

“SCHO_  _” has more possible answers in the Dutch language compared to “ZUIV _ _”, 

which effectively has only two (“Zuiver” and “Zuivel”). This number of possible answers 

could account for a dilution of the scores and thus a less pronounced result. 

 

General Discussion 

Littering behaviour seems to be automatic behaviour, which led to the belief that it can be 

influenced unconsciously. As unconscious behaviour is guided by concepts (Lakoff and 

Johnson, 1999; Barsalou, 1999), using metaphors is a powerful way to activate these aspects. 

Many aspects are grounded in metaphors and many studies already proved them (Meier, 

Robinson & Clore, 2004; Sherman & Clore, 2009; Schubert, 2005). The goal in this research 

was to prove the existence of a cognitive link between shiny as a metaphor for the abstract 

concept “clean”. The reason is to let an environment itself activate the notion of cleanliness, 

which should cause someone present there to litter less.  

The results seem to confirm that there is a cognitive link between the perception of 

shiny, reflective textures as a metaphor and the concept of clean (Study 1). Thus, clean is a 

concept grounded in shininess. A study done with more realistic primes, images of public 

places where littering usually takes place (Study 2), yielded some less powerful and contra-

intuitive results. 

The results from Study 1 indicated that using the metaphor “shiny” activated the 

concept of cleanliness. Participants were presented with words with two different meanings 

(either a clean or unclean). Reaction times in recognition of these words were influenced by 

changing the texture with which the letters were presented. More specifically, presenting 
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words with a shiny, reflective texture (word meaning and texture were congruent) accelerated 

recognition of the clean words and hampered recognition of unclean words (word meaning 

and texture were incongruent). This indicated a cognitive link where shiny acts as a metaphor 

for the internal concept clean. However, there are also differences between the images, which 

are further explored in Appendix A. 

In Study 2, the expectation was that the same cognitive link existed when participants 

were exposed to more realistic stimuli, i.e. realistic environments with shiny floors. This 

expectation was partially confirmed. In a Lexical Decision Task a significant difference in 

reaction times was found, however, the effect was as was expected. Instead of the expected 

reaction time drop on recognition of clean-related words when a picture with shiny floors was 

shown, similar to Study 1, reaction times actually increased. The reaction times on the Lexical 

Decision task indicated that the realistic stimuli were actually seen as more unclean. One 

explanation is that an increase in complexity could classify an environment as more busy and 

full and therefore less “clean”. 

In the Word Completion task in Study 2, the amount of words completed as a 

cleaning-related word showed that participants exposed to glossy environments have had an 

internal cleaning concept activated. However, not every word in the task showed equally 

strong effect and some were unusable because of an order effect. Several explanations are 

available for this variation between the words, so a tightly controlled experiment this can be 

even more promising. This is further expanded on in Appendix B 

 

Future research 

In future research on this subject, some notes can be placed on the way the studies in this 

article have been executed. The images used in Study 2 with shiny floors in virtual 

environments can benefit from a pretest to bring certain key factors of the images to light 
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which are expected to also cause the clean metaphor activation. One of the main examples of 

this is emptiness. Although the images differ in shininess of the floors, even the non-shiny 

images can be seen as clean or clinical, because of the lack of obvious litter present.  Another 

aspect of the images which should be more tightly controlled is the brightness or overall tone 

of the image. In rendering an image with a glossy floor, even though all other aspects remain 

the same, the images differ in brightness levels, which in itself can elicit a reaction from the 

participants. Research has already shown that people respond different to brighter images than 

darker images which could influence the results. Lastly, for reproductions’ sake, further 

research into word completion tasks showed there is a difference between Word Stem 

Completion (WSC) and Word Fragment Completion (WFC) tasks (Roediger, Weldon, Stadler 

& Rieger, 1992). Since WSC task gives the participant starting letters and lets them complete 

the word, response times will be faster since finishing words is easier and requires less 

resources than finding words with a specific letter in a specific spot, such as in a WFC task. 

When using a Word Completion task in an experiment, especially when comparison between 

words is necessary, it is important to use either exclusively WSC or WFC tasks. 

 When expanding on the research in this article, it is important to realize this is a first 

step in influencing people’s littering behavior. There is a wide variety of metaphor-concept 

links alone that all can have the possibility to influence people’s littering behavior to a certain 

degree. Further research into which metaphor-concept links can be used in addition to 

influence littering behavior can further shape understanding of the effects of cognitive 

embodiment and littering behavior. 
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Appendix A: Stimuli Differences 

 

Reaction Times 

When analysing the three different stimuli pictures (the shopping street, square and park 

images) there was a significant difference between two of the three different stimuli. An 

independent samples t-test between the mean of the reaction times on clean words and the 

three different stimuli images showed significant differences in reaction times between the 

participants presented with the “Square” (N = 18) image (M = 581.13, SD = 84.71) and the 

participants exposed to the “street” (N = 30) image (M = 634.52, SD = 135.48), t(49) = -2.023, 

p = 0.04. The third stimulus, the picture of the park (N = 17), has no significant difference (M 

= 607.41, SD = 46.60) with either of the two other images. No difference in reaction times 

between the three stimuli pictures and the neutral words was found. This shows that of the 

three stimuli, the square caused faster reaction times on clean words, the street caused the 

slowest reaction times and the park is halfway (See figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Reaction time on clean words between different stimuli 

 

 



 

Brightness 

To check whether there was an unaccounted difference between the brightness of the images 

that could influence participants; a check was done on image brightness. Brightness in images 

has been known to influence perception, and rendering an image in different conditions (in 

the case of this research, with glossy floors) could change brightness, depending on the 

reflection in the surface. Using a computer program the average brightness of the shiny and 

regular images was measured. A paired sample t-test showed that the regular images scored 

significantly higher on brightness (M = 106.55, SD = 4.33) than the glossy images (M = 

94.47, SD = 8.21), t(2) = -3.961, p = 0.05. 



 

Appendix B: Reaction Times on Word Completion Task 

 

As Badgaiam and Posner (1997) found, a word that is generated fast and without deliberation 

on a Word Completion Task is more likely to be in response to the prime. The different words 

from the Word Completion Task in Study 2 were therefore also analysed using reaction times. 

The mean time the word “zuiver” was completed by the participants was 3.45 sec (SD 

= 1.81). To check for people that valued speed over accuracy, a Chi-squared test was done on 

only the participants that completed the word in a fast way, thus had a reaction time of the 

mean plus one time the SD. The results now show a strong significant effect: c2(1, N = 56) = 

5.78, p = 0.02. A paired samples t-test showed participants were significantly slower when 

completing the word “helder” (M = 6976.48, SD = 5123.29) as compared to the other words 

(M = 5078.99, SD = 3069.21), t(64) = 2.90, p < 0.01. When analyzing only the people who 

had a fast response time (faster than 5 seconds, similar to the word “zuiver”), the effect that 

was already marginally present became significant, c2(1, N = 56) = 5.78, p = 0.02. The rest of 

words gave no differences in significance whether reaction time data was used or not. 

An ANOVA of the reaction times over conditions showed significant differences in 

reaction times. Participants’ reaction times are significantly different between the gloss and 

control conditions. As it turns out, people take a longer time in the gloss condition to 

complete both the neutral (M = 5718.19, SD = 2850.25) and the clean words (M = 7841.95, 

SD = 4836.87) as opposed to the clean (M = 6130.27, SD = 2505.99) and neutral words (M = 

4672.77, SD = 1737.86) in the control condition. A one-way ANOVA showed the difference 

to be marginal at p = 0.08 for both the clean words (F(1, 63) = 3.11) as the neutral words 

(F(1, 63) = 3,11) over the two conditions. A visual representation of these reaction times can 

be seen in figure 1. A paired samples t-test to check whether reaction times within condition 



 

differed showed significant differences between the clean and neutral words within the 

control (t(30) = 3.07, p < 0.01) and gloss condition (t(33) = 2.92, p < 0.01).  
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Figure 1: Reaction time on different words in Word Completion Task over condition 
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